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O

ur modern society is
changing as a result of a
whirlwind of information
and technical developments. Due to
these changes, people in presentday society are characterized
by great restlessness, reflected
in an omnipresent urge for
‘emancipation’. It’s almost as if
today’s generation has been thrown
out of the whirlwind onto a quiet
empty lawn, where we are now
situated in the midst of infinite
possibilities. At this moment,
everybody seems to be looking for
something to hold on to, as was the
right thing to do under previous
circumstances. So why are we
finding ourselves incapable of doing
so today?

F

or more than a century we
have been driven by ideals
and dogmas and we have
replaced them with new ones time
after time. Now we are on this
lawn with nothing but emptiness
surrounding us. That there are no
signs of renewed pugnacity, seems
like a lack of engagement to the
Baby Boom generation. While the
present-day generation seems
paralysed, the ‘old’ generation still
calls for movement and change.
This may be understandable , but
it’s also impatient. Real change
does not happen overnight. We
have seen what it means to follow
dogmas’ orders and it isn’t getting
us anywhere.

W

e denken met heimwee
aan de wervelstorm die
zo onrustig was, maar
daardoor ook lekker spannend.
Er gebeurde nog eens wat, je kon
makkelijk polariseren, je kon je één
voelen met de groep. Als één man
protesteren, als gemeenschap naar
de kerk. De dingen waren duidelijk.
Je wist waar je voor stond, en
om die reden kon je trots zijn op
jezelf. Je had een plek. Je hoorde
ergens thuis. Je wist je, kortom,
geborgen in de ontwikkelingen en
omstandigheden.

O

ok de ontwerper, een
van de vele nieuwe
beroepen die uit de
wervelstorm van veranderingen
ontstond, wist zich al snel
ergens thuis. Het beroep had
zijn kinderschoenen nog aan
toen er iemand begon over
essentie, constructie, universele
waarden en het idee dat de
vorm de functie volgt. Weg
met de decoratie! En al bleef
het dogma op de ontwerper
drukken, binnen de kortste
keren was de protestgeneratie
geboren die tegen dit dogma
in kon gaan, als één man het
juk van het verleden van zich

af werpend, op zoek naar
gevoel, subjectiviteit en naar
een vormgeving waar de vorm
ontspruit uit de fun en de
fantasie.’.
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A

lso designers have been
very engaged with
ideologies over the last
century. The profession was still
in its infancy when it started
analyzing essence, construction,
universal values and the idea that
form should follow function. And
even though this dogma kept
pressuring many designers to
come, the protest generation was
already on its way to release the
burden of the dogma, bringing
the gospel of love, peace and
most of all, subjectivism. ‘Form
follows fun’ became the new
prophecy.

T

he Baby Boomers are right:
It is time for change. But
the challenge for tomorrow
is not to have the big answer and
support the idea. The challenge
is to take responsibility in your
own hand and find your personal
values. This movement doesn’t
come from what you think
you are entitled to, but what
it is you’re obliged to. And this
generation is not provided with
a guiding model. Being a design
student is truly confusing in times
like these. What is expected from
students by their teachers, their
society and their selves are three
rather distinct matters. How

should designers deal with these
opposing pressures? How could
design education help students
to find a way to meet their own
needs as well as the expectations
of the society they live in?
erachter komen wie de klepel is.

W

ith this essay I would
like to respond to
Clement Mok, a well
known designer and philosopher
who worked for Apple, IBM and
Microsoft. He claims in his essay
‘Time for Change’ that it is time
to professionalize the design
business. According to Mok,
the profession lacks self-esteem

and therefore designers get
involved too late into the
product development process.
Often, the significant decisions
have already been made when
the designer is asked to do its
little trick and render a nice
look for the product. This way,
Mok argues, designers are not
able to make an actual impact
on the world. Designers should
have a shared professional
ideology so they can help
solving all the big social
economic problems in this
world.
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“

Designers should not just
focus on the aesthetic value
that we want to imbue all our
work with, but look at the
larger task at hand and then
figure out what we can bring
to it.

”

Visionary
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D

esigners should not
just be bothered with
appearances. They should
rather use their talents for the
big questions of their time.
They should be the visionaries
that lead the business world
to a better place. This can
be realised when the design
profession collectively takes
two steps. Firstly, we have to
think about the goal of our
profession: What’s our great
ideology, what is it we want,
how can we make this world
a better place? Secondly: We
should communicate clearly to
the public what the content of

our profession is. Mok’s 12 step
checklist - which every designer
should learn by heart - may guide
us to know what to say about our
profession when someone asks
us what we do for a living. The
list contains identifying problems,
suggesting an end goal, making
a map that leads you to your
goal, inspire your team, innovate,
making prototypes, making
choices, teamwork, picking a
solution, marketing, sales, and
learning from your mistakes.

“

As the role of designers
is better understood and
appreciated in the culture
at large, clients will be
better able to use the
services of designers to
define and achieve their
goals.

”

W

hen we as designers
repeat this twelve
step mantra often
enough, he argues, we will
convince the world that we are
important players for in the
realisation of a better future.
We will be taken seriously, get
involved into the design process
from the start, and we can
give direction when important
questions need to be answered.

T

he call for a new design
ideology and the hope for
an uniform code about
what would be the right thing
to do, seems to me like Bauhaus

melancholy. Mok seems to
expect that every designer has
visionary qualities and only the
confirmation of this fact stands
in the way of the expression of
these qualities. I truly question
that argumentation. After
spending years of intensive
collaboration with designers to
be, this is not how the reality
seems to me.

“

A shared sense of
seriousness and idealism
would go a long way toward
remedying the disjointed,
undefined slackness of our
professional culture. We are
now faced with issues of
destiny and the future.

”
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S

ince I’ve been thrown
onto the lawn of endless
possibilities, I had nowhere
to go but myself. Though people
told me how to explore the land,
they never could answer my
most important question: Why?
Clearly, they had never learned
to think for themselves. In my
generation there was no one
who had a big plan and said:
Follow me. At least, no one who
could tell me why I should be
doing that. Though it would have
been comfortable and safe if
such a charismatic leader would
have come along, this way I
could make my life worthwhile

myself. The harsh reality is that
everyone is responsible for
what is happening right on their
doorstep and there is no safety
net.

B

ut then the question
arises: What is the
right thing to do? Or as
Clement Mok asks: What are we
going to do to heal the world?
What I disagree on is the idea
that we collectively should
come up with an answer to that
question. First of all, I think you
can’t say any act is intrinsically
good or bad, it depends on the
circumstances.

W

hen even philosophers
like Bentham or
Kant have a hard
time figuring out what is just, I
don’t see how we as designers
will come up with the ultimate
answer to that question
overnight. Secondly, in nature it’s
proven to be a bad strategy to
only have one strategy, so why
don’t we try to find our personal
design values and check them
out?

U

niformity never leads to
creativity; most certainly
not in design. If anything
has been an obstruction for
many designers to do what
they thought was right than it
were dogmas like form follows
function or fun.

“

We must first agree on how to think
about the purpose of design and the
strategies used to implement it. If the
present world does not suit thinking
and feeling human beings, it is up to
designers to envision and create one
that does.

”
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M

ok seems to think
about my generation
as greedy bastards,
ruthless capitalists only
concerned with profit. This
‘fun’ generation wouldn’t care
at all about our planet. In my
opinion, this analysis is rather
short sighted. That designers
don’t share an ideology doesn’t
mean they don’t feel personally
involved with their environment.
Furthermore, I argue that
aesthetics is something that
shouldn’t be underestimated.
The importance of appearance
goes far beyond shallow
entertainment. Mok seems to

think of aesthetics as the weak
brother of intelligence. When
do we finally start to realise that
no talent is worth more than
another? Why does our western
society appreciate children that
are good at math more than they
appreciate those who are good at
painting?

S

ince I’ve been studying at
design school, I have seen
a lot of students starting
out to be very different from
one another. Everybody has a
specific advantage, often because
they have always been good at
doing it. This is their talent. In

the first year the students have
many different subjects they are
introduced with to broaden their
horizon. After the first year one
literally knows how to give form
to ones ideas.

“

Designers increasingly just
scrubbed and buffed what
they already had for each
successive project and client. The
fundamental model of design
consulting practice has lost its
relevance and become another
revenue-focused exercise in
consumption.

”
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B

ut what happens at the
same time when you ask
young and insecure people
to ‘design something’, they don’t
know where to start but to look
at what everybody else is doing.
Everyone is looking for approval,
because the only reward you
know that exists is approval from
everyone but yourself. Most
teachers have the tendency not
to talk so much about design
skills, but prefer to talk about
their own aesthetics. I never had
a teacher who tried to figure
out what made my point of view
interesting if it was not directly
correlating with his own dogmas.

Being in the business of design
you have one disadvantage: You
are on subjective territory. What
I’ve seen is students who get
punished with personal rejection
because they had their own
opinion about what would be
the right thing to do. It’s hard to
disapprove with your teachers
when they like you to confirm
their ideas.

R

ight now, design schools
have a rewarding system
that learn students to
please others and makes them
insecure about their inner force.
In this system the teachers never

reach their full potential either.
Teachers know that there is
no absolute truth in design. So
standing in front of a group of
designers to be can make one
feel insecure. The teachers get
‘rewarded’ when it’s well know
that their students take them
seriously.

T

eachers ask themselves:
How will I be taken
seriously? Well, I have to
make sure that they listen to
me. And when teachers start
to make their students depend
on their ideas, these personal
guidelines become dogmas for

the student. I don’t think we
have to start teaching students
very different topics, I think
the way the teacher teaches
needs an update. Nowadays
the listening part is totally up
to the students, but it should
actually be the teachers who
have to start listening.
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I

think Mok is right when he
claims that it seems as if
designers are not engaged.
Everybody seems satisfied with
design that make the market
covetous. This is not because
of a lack of interest in the
world. Rather, designers have
never learned to think beyond
consumer products. In a way
they don’t consider it to be their
job to design society. On the
contrary, teachers are more likely
to dissuade students to do so.
Only when it concerns non profit
organisations students are asked
to make a contribution, when it’s
considered as nothing serious.

W

ithin the education
program there is no
attention for teaching
students how to approach a
project with a visionary attitude.
Within the goal of the exercise
you don’t hear about expending
your personal vision, how
you distinguish yourself with
your way of looking. The only
thing that is considered is your
personal form language. If you
have a vision, that’s fine, but
that’s your own business, and
certainly not the topic of your
education.

17
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W

ithin the education
program there is no
attention for teaching
students how to approach a
project with a visionary attitude.
Within the goal of the exercise
you don’t hear about expending
your personal vision, how
you distinguish yourself with
your way of looking. The only
thing that is considered is your
personal form language. If you
have a vision, that’s fine, but
that’s your own business, and
certainly not the topic of your
education.

T

hough in my opinion
there is no need for just
only visionary designers,
there certainly is a need for
designers that have a vision for
the future; those who design the
big picture instead of the details.
At this moment, education starts
with a broad basis, after which
people choose and deepen their
knowledge of a specific topic.
Maybe it sounds contradictory,
but designers who don’t
specialise in this way and are
open to many areas of problems
can have a very special value to
society.

S

tudents that specialise in a
specific topic learn all the
detail of this profession.
They will soon be confronted
with reality, where structures
within the business are the way
they always have been. To be
accepted for the job, you have to
fit the description. You’re almost
forced to conform to the system
that in itself creates problems.
Internal problems of the trade
will not be changed by these
employees, but can very well be
addressed by an outsider, one
with the special quality of being
familiar with uncertainty, and has
the talent to handle change.
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I

f we would like to stimulate
students to be visionaries,
what would be the way to do
it? I think for one that it would
be wrong if all these visionaries
would have the same vision.
Uniformity is an act against life.
There is no Utopia, thank god.
What we do have is freedom.
We need to really grasp what
it means to be free. Where
freedom is now understood
as non committal, free of
obligations, live and let live,
and a ‘I can do whatever I want’
situation, I would like to focus on
the fact that there is no freedom
without obligation.

A

designer inspires
movement. Having a
motive is in my opinion
the meaning of what it is to
be alive. The role of designers
is not to be underestimated,
but his task is not an easy one.
Every time you start designing
you have to get yourself in the
position of not knowing what to
do. This void should not be filled
too eagerly. Learning to design
should be very much about
learning to deal with the void
and trust that answers will come
eventually. This quality will make
the difference in a board room.

I

n the state of nature there
simply are no natural rights.
Only through responsibility
and commitment freedom exists.
When you learn that the nature
of freedom is responsibility, you
start realising that the goal of
a visionary is to find ways for
people to learn to take their
responsibility. In this way, you
can be a truly innovative social
designer. Not by engaging people
by you and your ideas, but by
getting them involved.
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Self
Awareness
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F

or this kind of designing I
propose a change at the
hart of education. I think
problems start by the way we
evaluate students. We should
make the students responsible
for their own evaluation. The
teacher still decides on the goal
of the course and designs an
exercise. When in doubt where
to start, the teacher is there
to tell about a general design
approach, with stages like for
example the ones that Clement
Mok describes. But it should be
up to the students to find out
whether this approach suits
them. After some exercises,

you’re just doing it, you’re not
thinking about ‘how to’ anymore,
and you should not be limited by
someone else’s approach.

W

hen the project is
finished, the student
should write his or her
own evaluation. The evaluation
itself should not be judged or
marked. It’s used by the teachers
to see how capable the student
is of self reflection. Does the
student see his own strengths
and weaknesses, did the student
get a clearer view of his or her
own perspective?

T

he students present their
final work to their teachers.
When the teachers have
personal preferences they can
speak their mind, but they
should be clear on the fact that
it’s only their opinion. The final
evaluation is the assessment of
the competences of the student
self. The project is subordinate
to what the student learned
about him or herself during
the project. When according to
the self evaluation the student
has bad insight into his or her
competences, they are really in
need for more guidance.
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Personal
Incentives
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T

he result will be that
students have no way they
can please their teachers
by creating certain types of
work. They’ll start to see that the
only thing worth presenting is
something they really believe in,
something that motivates them
tremendously. This way during
their education they explore their
power, their spirit and their lust
for life. This they do not have to
do at their psychiatrists couch.
What will naturally happen
when people start to look for
their personal incentives is
multiplicity. There won’t be one
way to create success. The only

way to be successful is to be true
to yourself. Teachers can’t have
power over you, what will mean
you have full responsibility over
yourself. Your teachers are always
there to advice you. But they
can’t stop you.

S

o than, what’s in it for the
teacher? A true teacher is
an effective leader. A leader
is most effective when his people
barely know he exists. When
the work of a teacher is done,
his student will feel like they
have done it all by themselves.
The reward the teacher gets is
bringing his students to their full

potential and see them for what
they are capable of. In the end,
there is nothing as rewarding
as truly helping someone. We
should take the education of our
teachers much more seriously.
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Educate
Multiplicity
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D

Designers should indeed
be taken a little more
serious by our society,
like mister Mok said. They are
often inspiring free thinkers,
who can bring something to
the boardroom table. This is
something valuable, and far
from just a trick. But I do think
designers are taken more serious
already. They are invited more
often to help on the whole
product development and are
asked for their opinion early in
the process, for example because
of the growing awareness about
our environment.

I

think though, designers
should get better preparation
at school for the world
that is waiting for them, most
certainly when we are searching
for designers that are willing to
change it. By creating education
that teaches students to design
the bigger picture and to set
goals for the future of our
society, they will be stimulated
to do so. But let’s keep in mind
to value those who think of big
pictures just as much as those
who mind the details and enjoy
multiplicity.
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